Understand, Analyze, and Quantify the Impact of Data on Your Business

Summary
Data is the lifeline of business today. It’s critical that you not only proactively manage data quality to eliminate the risk to your operations and analytics, but also look for opportunities to create organizational information excellence and discipline. SAP® Information Steward software can help empower your business to understand, assess, and improve the trustworthiness of information to transform it into a strategic asset.

Objectives
• Drive information governance initiatives across the enterprise
• Continuously assess the trustworthiness of your data
• Determine the impact and ROI of data quality initiatives

Solution
• Information policy management for defining governance strategy
• Business-term glossary to maintain standard concepts
• Metadata management for an integrated view of metadata
• Data lineage and impact analysis of changes and quality
• Data profiling for quick data assessment
• Data validation to enforce quality standards
• Visualization for creating scorecards and analyzing financial impact

Benefits
• Improve collaboration and create data literacy
• Gain full transparency in data accuracy and trustworthiness
• Quantify savings to secure funding for data-quality initiatives

Learn more
To find out more, call your SAP representative today or visit us online.